Hello!
I hope you're having a nice New Year, professionally and personally.
Nothing new has happened with Pron Made Easy this month though I have plans that I will tell you
about as they are carried out.
Scheduling a webinar with your class
The offer to interact about my pronunciation strategy with one of your 5th or 6th grade classes stands.
Please get in touch with me at teredeca-at-gmail.com if you're interested. I think it could be an
interesting and useful experience.
On the Radical English front
Judy Thompson gave a second webinar titled "Teaching English Vowels Made Simple" in a Google
Hangout on Air. Watch the YouTube recording and look at the presentation in Slideshare. Enjoy!
Self-Publishing
I published the last post in this series on Jan. 24. It's a list of the most interesting ideas shared in the
different webinars. Those of you interested in self-publishing have some practical ideas and a great
overview of what can be done.
Ed Tech
If you're interested in blogging with your students, or maybe in starting to blog with them, here's a
comprehensive resource with lots of great links and videos by fellow Webhead in Action, Larry Ferlazzo.
The Best Sources For Advice On Student Blogging
Blogging is an activity that will help your students improve their writing, broaden their horizons and allow
them to communicate worldwide, considering that you open up their doors. I'll gladly help you try to
make contacts.
My students blogged for several years with great success and our blog, Have Fun with English! 2, won
the "Edublogs Best Teacher Blog 2006 Award". Take a look. This is an archived version, so it has some
broken links and some images are missing, but you'll get a good idea of the kind of work we did and of
the interaction in the Comments.
On a different note, for those of you using video to engage with your students, help them by creating
tutorials or give them feedback on their work, here's some very practical advice by another Webhead
colleague, Nik Peachey.
Using the webcam to engage with online students
Feel free to share this month's newsletter with anyone who may be interested.
Join the newsletter and download the FREE sample
Buy Pron Made Easy
Enjoy pronouncing! :-)

